CORRIGENDA
D. M. Gay, "Modifying singular values: Existence of solutions to systems of nonlinear equations having a possibly singular Jacobian matrix," Math. Comp., v. 31, 1977,

pp. 962-973.
This note corrects an error pointed out by K. Tanabe [1978]. Theorem (5) of this
paper should have been stated as:

(5) Theorem. If F: R" —►R" is continuous, then for each x G R" and t0 G R
there exist a G [-<», f0), b E.(t0, +°°], and a continuously differentiable function x:

(a, b) —* R" such that
(6a)

x(t0) = *o

(6b)

and

x'(0 = F{x(f)) for all t G (a, b).

If \\F(x)\\ < c for ||x - x0|| < d, then a < t0 - d/c and b > tQ + d/c. Moreover, if F
is locally Lipschitz continuous, then the solution x(t) of (6) is unique.
In [Gay, 1977] it was erroneously asserted that a = - °° and b = + °°. This has

no effect on the rest of the paper, except that the proof of Theorem (23) must be
revised to show that b = + °° for the F of interest. The revised proof may be stated

as follows:
Proof. Fix x0. As already remarked, the existence of x(0 on some interval
[0, b) follows easily from Theorems (13) and (5). We first show for s, t G [0, b) that

(24.1)

and

llf(*(0)ll< H/(*o)ll*

-es

- e
IWs)-x(OIK[r(xo)||/(0e)]|e(24.2)
Indeed,let 0(0 = \\f{x{t))\\2.Then 0'(f) = - 2fTJJ+f, so (22) implies</>'(t)
<

-26\\f(x(t))\\2= -200(0- Hence,0(0 = In 0(0 has 0'(O < -20, so (for t > 0)

0(0 = 0(0) + JC0 ii'(r)dT< 0(0) - 20r
and

IL/(x(0)ll2= 0(0 = e*(i) < ll/"(*o)H2e~29f>
which establishes (24.1).

Because of (9a), we have

iix'wii= p+/wo)ii< r(*(0)ii/e< mix^w/ey-»*,
whence

||x(s)-x(0ll = ÇsX'(T)dT< Çs\\x'(T)\\dT

ll/ï*n)ll

/:

"d,

which gives (24.2).
Now let d = \\f(x0)\\/(9e), c = max{||/(x)||: x G B(x0, d)}/e, and b0 = 0. By
(9a), (24.2), Theorem (5), and induction on k we find:
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b>bk,
Wx(bk)-x0\\<[l-exp(-dbk)]d,

\\J+f(x)\\ < c
b>bk+x=bk

+ exp(-dbk)d/c

for x G B(x(bk), exp(- dbk)d),
= -(1 + e-6bi

+ e-9ft2 + . . . + e~eb*).

From this it follows that b = + °°, for if b were finite, then we would have b >

d(l + ke~eb)/c for all k, which is impossible.
From (24.2) it follows that the sequence x(tx), x(t2), x(t3), ... is a Cauchy sequence for any choice of tx, t2, . . . with lim,^^ t¡ = + °°, whence x* =

limH„ x(0 exists. By the continuity off and (24.1),/(x*) = lim^^ /(x(0) = 0. D
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On p. 906 of MTE428 (Math.Comp., v. 22, 1968, pp. 903-907) listing corrections in this set of tables there appears a typographical error in the correction of ForThe emended correction should read

mula 8.521(4).

1
sj(2kitt - z)2 + x2 + y2
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On p. 619, the three first lines of the first table should read as follows:
nB

nE

ttbe

trB/Tt

%/tt

t¡be/-k

2000

121

113

56

0.399

0.373

0.18

4000

218

213

91

0.396

0.387

0.17
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